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“To support the take-up of R&D results, security research needs to be grounded in a
comprehensive policy approach. This would embrace the definition of initial operational
security requirements and end-user needs to operational testing of solutions and their
procurement and deployment. Such a process approach calls for the sustained engagement and
commitment of all stakeholders.”
in “ESRIF Final Report”

The INSEC project is striving to improve Innovation and Research processes within security
organisations, enabling them to evaluate novel approaches and services dedicated to the safety
of citizens, so that they can integrate new technologies,
This will allow European security organisations to better manage both the financial impacts and the
added value of innovation projects and will also increase the visibility of SMEs to the security
organisations, thereby increasing the range of services and technologies available to the security
organisations.

» Go to our website and download our public deliverables!
» Subscribe to our platform for collaboration opportunities!
» Fill in our online questionnaire!
» Check our creativity session themes!
» Find out about Events and Funding opportunities in the security field!
www.insec-project.eu
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EDITORIAL
INSEC started in April 2012, the
and aims to provide new
innovation approaches and
tools to the European Security
players, helping them in their
innovation management and
collaboration with SME
providers. Main outputs will
Michel Moulinet
consist in the development of a
(ALMA)
new internal innovation
management model for security organisations as
well as an external innovation platform
facilitating their interactions with technology
providers and further external environment.

During the first five months of the project,
efforts and activities were mainly dedicated to
defining the specifications for both the new
innovation model and the external open
innovation platform.

Based on the experience and involvement of our
end-user partners, a first analysis of the
innovation process in security organisations has
been performed (Report is available on the
project website ate the Public Results Section).
Further interviews with other Security
organisations in Europe are currently taking place
in order to detect best practices and
improvement points for the innovation model.
In parallel, technology and service providers are
invited to participate by filling in our online
INSEC Questionnaire. The input of technology
providers is needed and appreciated in order to
develop the innovation model and external
platform according to their needs.
To contribute to INSEC activities, please visit the
project’s web site at http://www.insecproject.eu
The INSEC team

INSEC PROJECT GENERAL PRESENTATION
The INSEC project is striving to improve
Innovation and Research processes within
security organisations, enabling them to evaluate
novel approaches and services dedicated to the
safety of citizens, so that they can integrate new
technologies. This will allow European security

organisations to better manage both the financial
impacts and the added value of innovation projects
and will also increase the visibility of SMEs to the
security organisations, thereby increasing the range
of services and technologies available to the
security organisations.

INSEC ACTIVITIES
Activity 1 - Analysis and Studies (Internal innovation model)
1. Analyse the main aspects of Innovation Management in European security-related operators (endusers), both public and private
2. Assess the Level of Innovation inside the organisation
3. Foster new business models for Security
4. Promote the security and privacy requirements at the early stages of systems development (“Security
and Privacy by design”)
5. Analyse and evaluate the impact of new technologies and review their legal implications
6. Create a new internal innovation model based on the needs of security organisations identified during
the creativity sessions
Activity 2 - Innovation Ideas and Technology boost (external innovation platform)
7. Build an External Innovation Platform supporting collaboration between security organisations and
technology providers through integrated set of tools and methods for technology screening and
exploitation activity at European level
8. Find services supporting the exploitation of the Platform encouraging appropriate use of technology
and implementation of innovative ideas for responding to new threats, in the medium to long-term

www.insec-project.eu
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Activity 3 - Best practices and networking
9. Create networking activities and exchanges of best practices between security end-users in Europe
10. Establish an European best practices list for innovation management systems
Activity 4 – Training
11. Define training needs and create an ‘innovation’ vocational training system framework for end-users
available to all European Security Organisation

Forthcoming activities
Questionnaire for security technology providers
Does your organisation provide technologies, products, services, competences and / or know-how to security
organisations, or does it plan to do so in the near future? If yes, we invite you to fill in this INSEC
questionnaire (http://www.insec-project.eu/questionnaire.php). Filling the questionnaire will take 10-15
minutes. Security technology providers are asked about their experiences in doing business and collaborating
with security organisations. Communication on products and services available is facilitated in order to get
further involved with new business opportunities to be provided by INSEC project.
Respondents will be notified on the availability and receive a free access to the INSEC web-platform
promoting business opportunities and providing collaboration mechanisms between security technology users
and providers Additionally, 12 organisations answering the questionnaire will be selected to participate in
classical training sessions on innovation management, financing and funding programmes to be held within
INSEC initiative in the second half of year 2013.
Please help us in developing the tools and methods for better cooperation and more innovations between
security organisations and business sector by answering the questionnaire!

The questionnaire has 4 short sections reflecting
information needed to develop the INSEC platform
and services according to security technology
provider actual needs:
» Communication of products and services offered
» Collaboration and new business opportunities
» Optimization of procedures for collaboration
» Visibility of your organisation

www.insec-project.eu
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INSEC Creativity Sessions
Creativity sessions are key elements when entering in an innovation process. Conducted internally, this type of
sessions gather organisation employees, ideally volunteers, to generate new innovative ideas, rank them and
define the different steps for a future implementation.
Applied to 4 INSEC end user partners, these creativity sessions will focus on issues currently encountered
internally to define innovative solutions and determine how they could be improved.
As creativity is part of the innovation process, results from these sessions will serve to help determine where
and when creativity is needed in the global innovation management model developed.
Date and subjects for the next internal creativity sessions are presented below.

September, 24th 2012
Romania @ Romanian Border Police
Title: Participate in creativity sessions that will
help the Romanian Border Police adapt to the
land, air and sea control specificities

October, 8th 2012
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia @ City
of Skopje
Title: Safety matters at the Fire Department of
City of Skopje: communication, cooperation and
stakeholder’s involvement

October, 2th 2012
Estonia @ Laulasmaa SPA Conference Centre
Title: The future impact of Estonian Academy of
Security Sciences in national and International level

November, 13th 2012
Hungary @ Hungarian National Police HQ
Title: Innovation in corporate culture
.
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Identifying Innovation Best Practices to share and promote amongst
Security end-users in Europe
A main aim of INSEC is to identify and share innovation Best Practices amongst Security
end-users in Europe. This will support and optimise their innovation activities and assist
them to increase networking and collaboration opportunities with external organisations
(including SMEs). Collaborations, for example, may be in the form of joint R&D projects,
or purchasing relevant products and services from hi-tech SMEs to aid innovation within
the end-user security organisations. For example, an SME working in the area of
surveillance may be able to supply customised cameras for specific applications required
by a fire-brigade.
Michael Remes (EFPC) Innovation is the result of an organisation’s efforts to research and develop new
products, services, business models or processes which will improve the efficiency,
effectiveness and competitiveness of an organisation. Innovation in an end-user security organisation (e.g.
police, fire departments, and rescue services) is measured in terms of increased efficiency and effectiveness of
the organisation to reach its business goals while realising best values for money.
Examples of innovation practices include


Organisational structure and people management methods for the development and promotion of
innovation
 Mechanisms for detecting and deploying improvements in existing processes
 Information systems for supporting external interaction with third parties e.g. SMEs in the innovation
process (identification, collaboration, etc.)
 Mechanisms for identifying and validating new technologies and trends
Collecting and reviewing existing practices in innovation management requires the support of many people
and organisations in Europe. INSEC is in the process of collecting information via questionnaires, interviews,
and audits.
Interviews are currently being conducted with end-user Security organisations and also industries other than
the Security domain e.g. Health, ICT, Transport. Interviewing organisations in industries other than Security will
identify innovation practices in other fields that may be useful and effective for end-user Security
organisations.
Early next year, two INSEC international workshops will be organised in order to exchange the best practices
on implementation of innovation management within security organisations in Europe. These workshops will
be organised as interactive events giving participants the opportunity for discussions and exchange of
experience. We will keep you informed of event details nearer the time.

We are happy to hear from industries who can contribute towards these innovation Best Practice activities
by sharing with us their innovation practices and processes.

www.insec-project.eu
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European News
Funding opportunities in security field
Identifier: FP7-SEC-2013-1
Publication Date: 10 July 2012
Budget: € 299 332 000
Deadline: 22 November 2012 at 17:00:00 (Brussels local time)
Activities:
» Activity 10.1 Security of citizens
» Activity: 10.2 Security of infrastructures and utilities
» Activity: 10.3 Intelligent surveillance and border security
» Activity: 10.4 Restoring security and safety in case of crisis
» Activity: 10.5 Security systems integration, interconnectivity and interoperability
» Activity: 10.6 Security and society
» Activity: 10.7 Security Research coordination and structuring
Source: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/appmanager/participants/portal

Upcoming Events in Security and Innovation Management
» Innovation for Financial Service Summit (Luxembourg, 19-21.09.2012)
http://luxsummit.ispim.org/
» Security research meets industry: Growth. Technology. Markets (Essen, 25-28.09.2012)
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=5981
The INSEC project will be present at this event with the objective of promote the project’s activities, especially
the ones related with identifying Innovation best practices to share and promote amongst Security end-users
in Europe and the questionnaire for security technology providers.
» Global Innovation Forum (London, 20-21.11.2012)
http://innovationforum2012.com/about
» Paneuropean Intellectual Property Summit Patents (Brussels, 6-7.12.2012)
http://www.premiercercle.com/sites/ip2012/brussels2012/index.php
The INSEC project will be present at this event with the objective of promote the project’s activities
» Israel HLS (Tel-Aviv, 2012 11-14.11.2012)
http://israelhls2012.com/home.ehtml
The INSEC project will be present at this event with the objective of promote the project’s activities
» In search of Innovation: Can Knowledge exchange practices within University City Regions create a positive
effect for regional development"
http://wbc-inco.net/object/news/10625
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